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Preface 

This document provides instructions for the use of the Decision support tool for the 

management of freshwater fish incursions. The tool is located on the web at 

http://www.feral.org.au/dss/  

The information provided will be assessed to determine whether a follow-up interview is 

warranted.  Interviews are conducted by appropriately qualified state government staff to 

collect additional vital details on the fish incursion.  This information helps to inform 

management decisions about fish sampling, control, or eradication. 

http://www.feral.org.au/dss/
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1. Registering for access and logging in 
 

The log-in page is the tool’s front page where new users register for access, and registered 

users log-in to begin using the tool. Basic information about the tool is also provided. 

Registration is important because it ensures that information can be stored in the database 

and retrieved later and a follow-up phone call or email can be made to the user if more 

information is required. 

To register as a new user, select the ‘register here’ link on the login page (see below). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A new window will open to record the user’s contact details. 

This information will enable fishery managers to contact the user to clarify details about the 

incident reported. This is vital to ensure a timely and accurate response to a new fish 

incursion. Name and email address is the minimum information required. While not 

mandatory, additional fields such as address, postcode, telephone number and affiliated 

organisation (if any) are also helpful in terms of getting in contact about the report. 

 

Click here to register 

Click here to register 
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Once the registration details are entered, select the ‘Register’ button (see below). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The user will then be notified by email of their username (ie email address) and an auto-

generated password, which is used to log onto the tool.  

 

If the user can’t remember a previously provided username or password, the ‘can’t 

remember your username or password?’ link can be used to verify details, after which the 

username or password will be emailed. 

Click here to register 
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2. Creating a report 
 

 

Click on the ‘Create new incidental report’ 

button in the ‘Community Users’ box. 

 

 

 

 

Users can generate multiple reports because there might be more than one new invasive 

species at a particular location, or there might be a number of locations where a particular 

new invasive species has been recorded. In order to distinguish one report from another, a 

unique report title is required. It is highly recommended that the user incorporates the 

species (if known), the location of capture and the date of capture into the report name.  

For example, if a giant snakehead (Channa micropeltes) is reported from the Paroo River in 

New South Wales on the 15th of February 2011 then, the report title would be ‘Paroo River 

snakehead 15 February 2011’. Once this is entered, select ‘Next’ or to finish the report at a 

later stage, select ‘Save and exit’. 

The date that the report is created will be automatically generated by the tool.  
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3. Entering report data 

3.1 Sighting details 

This section of the report provides information about the person who sighted the fish, the 

date of sighting and the location where the specimen was sighted or captured. There are five 

steps as follows: 

1. Enter the name (given name and family name) of the person who sighted the fish. 

2. Record the day, month and year of the sighting using the ‘calendar’ function. 

3. Enter the location details: location may be selected from (i) a map (use the +,- to 

zoom in and out and double click on the map to select the location), or (ii) by 

entering a global positioning system (GPS) location (latitude/longitude or map grid of 

Australia easting and northing coordinates). 

4. A written description of the location should be provided in the dialogue box, including 

any road names, landmarks or road directory coordinates. 

5. Attach a drawing or photo of the location using the ‘Browse’ button. This information 

is vital to determine the exact location so that management of the site and species 

can be accurately targeted. 

 

1 

2 

3a 

3b 4 
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3.2 Fish details 

Information provided in the ‘Fish details’ section of the report helps to determine whether 

the fish in question has been accurately identified. If there is any doubt as to its correct 

identification, a list of registered taxonomists is provided so that a specimen (if one exists) 

can be forwarded for study. If a specimen does not exist, a number of tools are provided to 

assist with identification, including the ability to attach a photograph of the specimen (for 

expert examination) and links to websites that provide identification tools, taxonomic keys 

and images of a large range of fish species. There are five steps, as follows: 

1. Enter the number of specimens captured or observed. 

2. Select whether a specimen is available: options are ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. If a specimen is 

available, the most appropriate fish taxonomist (ie one in the same state) should be 

selected from the dropdown list for the specimen to be sent for expert identification. 

Provide the relevant taxonomist with contact details as well as details of the fish 

sighting (the taxonomist will provide details on how the specimen should be 

delivered). 

3. Upload a photo: if a photo is available of the specimen, the ‘Browse’ button can be 

used to upload a picture or picture/s to the website to aid in identification. 

4. Enter information about formal identification: the user can select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ from 

the options to indicate whether the specimen has been formally identified. If the 

specimen has been formally identified, the taxonomist who identified the specimen 

can be selected from the dropdown menu. If the name of the person who identified 

the specimen is not in the list, provide the name, organisation and identification 

experience of the person who identified the specimen. If a specimen is not available 

for identification, select ‘No’ from the options. Record the assumed species (or 

common name) of the fish in the dialogue box provided. 

5. Enter other identifying physical attributes such as body shape, mouth shape, tail shape 

and other characteristics of the specimen, including: 

 number of barbels (slender whisker-like organs) 

 number of spines in the dorsal fin 

 number of spines in the anal fin 

 colour  

 unusual markings. 
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3.3 Capture details 

This section of the reporting collects information on whether the fish was observed or 

captured and, if captured, the type of gear used and the amount of capture effort. This 

information will help to provide an estimation of the likely population size. The level of effort 

undertaken at other sites (where this species was not observed or captured) is also important 

to indicate whether this species might have spread more widely than the reported capture 

site. 

From the list, select the technique used to capture the specimen and enter the amount of 

effort (in hours) each method was used at the site.     

If multiple traps, nets, or fishing rods were used, include the total number of hours for each 

type of gear. For example, if sampling was done for a total of three hours, using a 

combination of dip-netting for that three-hour period and five bait traps, the total effort 

would be three hours for dip-netting and 15 hours (three hours x five traps) for bait traps. 

If the technique used is not on the list, describe the method used in the ‘Other – please 

specify’: - dialogue box provided. 
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3.4 Waterbody details 

This section of the reporting records and analyses information on the physical attributes of 

the waterbody where the capture or observation was made, to enable basic decisions on the 

best type of eradication or control options available. Information required includes waterbody 

(creek, lake) and site access. There are four steps, as follows: 

1. Select the waterbody that best describes the capture location, from the options in 

the dropdown box.  

2. Record if there are any physical barriers present: options are ‘Yes’, ‘No’ or 

‘Unknown’. If ‘Yes’ is selected, describe the location and type of barrier in the 

dialogue box provided. 

3. a). Record whether the site is accessible by vehicle: options are ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. If ‘Yes’ 

is selected, a dialogue box will open where further details can be provided, such as 

ease of access and any special requirements (eg 4WD).  

b). Record whether the site is accessible by boat (ie small aluminium punt) by 

selecting either the ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ box. If the site is accessible (ie ‘Yes’), a dialogue 

box will open where further details can be provided, such as ease of access and any 

special requirements (eg boat with a draft of no more than 20cm).  

4. Record whether the fish was captured or observed on private land: the options are 

‘Yes’ or ‘No’. If ‘Yes’ is selected, provide details of the land owner. 

 

 

 

1 

2 
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4. Additional comments  

Additional comments that were not covered in the questionnaire can be added in the dialogue 

box provided. 

 

5. Online reporting summary  

After completion of the ‘Additional information’ section, an online report summary will be 

produced for you to review. Make sure that all the information entered is accurate and that 

all questions have been completed. A copy of the report can then be printed.  

 

6. Submission of online reporting summary 

Select the ‘Submit report’ option to submit the report to the appropriate state 

representative. It is likely you will be contacted by email or telephone to discuss the report in 

more detail.  

 

7. Links 

The links page provides a range of extra information that is likely to be useful to people 

completing the report, as well as to management staff planning fish sampling or 

control/eradication. 
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